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Suspicious Fires and a Dead BodyThe Old School Diner's known for smoke billowing out of the

kitchen, especially when the cook, aptly named Smoke, is manning the grill. But when a dumpster

fire erupts, even Smoke knows the smell isn't right. So when a dead body is found within the

scalded trash bin, many a town folk have theories on the how and the why. But could the conspiracy

theorists, Pop and Junior, be the sensible ones in this case? Find out when Mercy takes on another

whodunnit while keeping her sassy wait staff in order.
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This is the second book in the Old School Diner Cozy Mystery series, with an even better plot than

the first book. This time around the characters all seemed to be more comfortable with each other. It

became clear who was always going to be the goofy one, but how underneath his convoluted

theories there was genuine intelligence and understanding. I am talking about Jake Jr/Junior who

managed to take a stakeout to a new level that would be fitting of Agent 007. I found many chuckles

in this book between Junior's crazy theories and Mercy's mental asides that frequently were

interspersed with the conversation.I liked the addition of a new character, Ruby, who seems like a



perfect compliment to Mercy's personality. They are neighbors and fast becoming best buds. There

were mentions of characters who had bigger roles in the previous book, and although they weren't

very active in this one, it made the town and story seem more real, more cohesive.The town has a

sudden influx of dumpster fires, and the first one was behind Mercy's Old School Diner. Only when

Smoke (the cook) went to put out the fire he made a gruesome discovery. In the days that followed,

several more dumpster fires are set, leaving Brody and Mercy more than a murder to solve.The

surprising solution to the murder touched on a subject that the author handled gently and very well.

All in all I have to say the first book was a good introduction to the series, but the second book

makes it a series that will have this reader anxiously waiting for the next book. Small town living is

really growing on me!

Constance Barker once again gives readers action from the beginning. Muster Well Done, Old

School Diner book 2 starts with murder and pages turn with mayhem ;). Diner owner, Mercy and the

newish sheriff, Brody, are now a couple. Murder has touched the bonded group, employees and

customers, at Old School Diner, Again. This body is found on fire. There are other fires popping up

all over the small Kentucky town. This colorful mix will save the day. Led by the sheriff. Helped and

directed by Mercy. Characters to become friends with. A place to feel part of. Quick, light hearted

detail and enjoyment. Some suspence, action, lots of smile. I received this book as an ARC. I am

voluntarily posting this review. Each book could be a stand alone but there's a lot feel good

enjoyment as a series.

I received an ARC of the ebook and decided to write a review.Another mystery set in the small town

of Paint Creek. In this book, Mercy, the owner of The Old School Diner, and friends discover a

burning body in the dumpster behind her building. Of course, Mercy decides to investigate. Unlike

the boyfriends in most mysteries, Sheriff Brody Hayes invites her assistance. As usual, everyone

wants to get involved.A funny mystery with a quirky cast of characters you won't want to miss.

This is the second book of this series and in it Constance gives us another glimpse of living in a

small town, only this time you see the makings of a family, a bond growing stronger between each

of the colorful, quirky characters we are watching grow and develope. Great story line, fun

characters and as always great job by Constance.I received this ARC for my honest review and it is

another great job!



What a great story. And the cover..... Wow. The reason for what was going on in the town wasn't

revealed until the last chapter. Speculation was rampant, and there were some really weird theories

being batted by all who frequented the diner. Keep up the great work, Constance!I received an

advanced copy in exchange for an honest review. Now, I want to read the next in this series.

This is the second book in the series and it was even better than the first one "Murder at Stake".

The characters and story line were more put together. Murder has hit them again. Mercy must help

her boyfriend who happens to be the sheriff, solve another case with the help from all her friends.

Deloris was a hoot and a Half. I love her. I was given an ARC copy from the author for an honest

review.
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